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[Moonshot Goal 8] 
PD's Supplements 

 

PD: Takemasa Miyoshi (Team Leader, RIKEN Center for Computational 
Science) 

 
 

1. Policy for Selection and Proposal content 
（１） Thoughts about R&D for weather control 

When it comes to weather control, relatively small-scale research on 
encouraging and suppressing precipitation is being carried out across the 
world, but there are a lot of unexplored areas regarding the control of 
storms, including typhoons. In this context, the important point is to 
approach this from two sides: the meteorological aspects, i.e. what kind 
of weather manipulation is effective for weather control, and the 
engineering aspects, i.e. which kind of manipulation methods are feasible 
in practice, and to explore a wide range of possibilities while matching and 
integrating both sides at the appropriate time. When undertaking R&D, 
making the weather models and data assimilation needed for weather 
control more sophisticated will be the key point that will realize this Goal; 
I believe that incorporating new mathematical concepts will be one 
effective solution strategy for this issue.  
The ultimate application we aim for is to achieve new disaster prevention 
and reduction integrated with human activities. We assume the scope of 
weather control will be limited, and at this stage both possible weather 
control and human activities (evacuation, etc.) will be optimized and put 
to use. As we work toward this, it is important we aim for comprehensive 
solutions with an eye to a changing future, including constantly exploring 
and organizing issues such as ELSI (ethical, legal, and social issues) that 
will change with the development of R&D and transformation of society 
and the environment, etc., and reflect the content and direction of R&D as 
necessary. In addition, we must gain the understanding of citizens and 
society by sharing the outcomes of this R&D with the general public, and 
establish a consensus in the world of academia through close information 
exchanges between researchers and research communities around the 
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world. 
 

（２） R&D implementation policies 
We will implement R&D management that oversees the Goal as a whole, 
from the perspective of bringing together optimal R&D and building a 
system, while maximizing the scope of the possibility of achieving this 
Goal. As it is particularly necessary to uncover the potential of the widest 
possible range of solutions, the aim is to realize this goal by mustering 
results and know-how while adopting a variety of ideas and approaches. 
To accomplish this, when we launch this Goal, we will call for and adopt 
“core research,” which will be carried out after depicting an overall 
scenario obtained by back-casting from a vision of society in 2050, and 
“feasibility studies,” which will boldly explore specific ideas, etc. During 
the R&D period, researchers will carry out comprehensive R&D that works 
toward fulfilling this Goal, while aiming for moderate competition and 
flexible collaborations and fusions with other projects. 
More specifically, it is both important and necessary to undertake R&D 
that balances four R&D elements: (i) a meteorological approach, (ii) an 
engineering approach, (iii) ELSI research, and (iv) mathematical science 
studies, to achieve the Goal. However, weather control R&D is not being 
implemented worldwide, as was noted above, so we anticipate cases in 
which it will be difficult to optimize and bring all four R&D elements 
together at the very start of the R&D; this includes interdisciplinary fusion 
and securing appropriate participants in the research. We also expect that 
the required R&D will change greatly as progress is made. Therefore, core 
research that definitely includes (i) or (ii) above and feasibility studies that 
include at least one of (i) to (iv) above will be carried out in parallel to 
steadily produce research outcomes as we build a system that includes 
all four R&D elements by the end of the third year. See “1. (4) Proposal 
content” and “1. (5) R&D milestones” below for specific examples of R&D 
and formats. 
Indoor experiments on manipulation methods can be carried out as 
necessary; to undertake outdoor experiments, you are required to 
establish organizational and resolution methods for any effects (including 
negative effects), and the PD must judge that the experiment is feasible 
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for the overall Goal from the perspective of ELSI, etc. 
 

（３） Recruitment and selection policies  
Please select one of the two application frameworks below to apply. 
a) Core research 

We are calling for core research in the form of R&D that will be carried 
out after depicting an overall scenario obtained by back-casting from 
a vision of society in 2050. If you apply for this framework, you should 
consider both “forecasting” thought, which predicts the future from 
present society and technology, and “back-casting” thought, which 
works backwards, using society in 2050 as the starting point, and 
thinks about what we should do now; please propose a scenario for 
2050 and scenarios/R&D for the third year, fifth year, and tenth year 
after your adoption as a PM. The content of your proposed scenarios 
should contain links to the achievement of the Goal in 2050 and 
challenging and innovative areas, consider ethical, legal, and social 
issues (ELSI), and include a current analysis and rationale for how 
they will be implemented and applied in society. In principle, the R&D 
period should be five years. 

b) Feasibility studies 
We are calling for feasibility studies in the form of R&D for which it is 
difficult to depict an overall concept because it is a highly original 
proposal among research that could contribute to the realization of 
the Goal, and the feasibility of the proposed technology itself in R&D 
must be judged, or because the scope of the R&D is narrow, etc. If 
you are applying for this framework, you should first specify what kind 
of original R&D challenge you are taking on, how much progress you 
expect compared to existing technology and past research (or if there 
is nothing with which to compare), and what contributions you 
anticipate making for weather control, then set a clear achievement 
target and write your proposal. The R&D period is a maximum of 
three years, or as long as is needed to achieve the target set. 
After the R&D period, we anticipate that you will develop your R&D 
to a higher level, perhaps by participating in existing core research 
using your research outcomes and contributing to the achievement 
of the Goal, or by forming a new core research group by combining 
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with other feasibility studies, etc., and aiming to achieve the Goal in 
this way. 
 

（４） Proposal content 
(i)Core research 

To achieve the Goal, we require R&D that focuses on one or both a) 
and b) below. Even if you apply for core research, you may be 
adopted for a feasibility study during the selection process, or your 
project may be subject to substantial revisions during the elaboration 
carried out after adoption. 
a) Meteorological approach 

R&D that works to achieve the Goal from the perspective of what 
kind of weather manipulation is effective for weather control (the 
following are examples of R&D that comprehensively tackle this) 

I. Exploring the relationship between manipulation and weather 
modification using weather simulations 

II. Exploring manipulation technology and techniques that could 
potentially cause the target weather modification 

III. Making weather models and data assimilation more 
sophisticated and carrying out observations, which are the 
minimum requirements for weather control 

IV. Estimating the effects that will occur when the hypothesized 
weather modification is carried out (including economic 
aspects) 

b) Engineering approach 
R&D that works to achieve the Goal from the perspective of which 
manipulation methods are actually feasible (the following are 
examples of R&D that comprehensively tackle this) 

I. Identifying manipulations that will cause disturbances and 
confirming their feasibility through experiments 

II. Confirming effectiveness through simulations of weather 
modification using manipulations 

III. Calculating the necessary funds, etc. for these manipulations, 
etc. 
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(ii)Feasibility studies 
We require feasibility studies that focus on at least one of the 
following and can contribute to the achievement of the Goal. Your 
project may be subject to substantial revisions during the elaboration 
carried out after adoption. 
a) Research carried out based on a meteorological approach 

R&D that considers what kind of weather manipulation is effective 
for weather control. See the individual R&D suggestions in “1. (4) 
(i) a) Meteorological approach” above for more specific examples. 

b) Research carried out based on an engineering approach 
R&D that considers what kind of manipulation methods are 
actually feasible. See the individual R&D suggestions in “1. (4) (i) 
b) Engineering approach” above for more specific examples. We 
anticipate original ideas for causing disturbances (including those 
that will bring small changes to the state of the atmosphere, which, 
in combination with different methods, demonstrate a major 
effect). 

c) Mathematical science studies 
Mathematical science studies that can contribute to the 
achievement of this Goal. 
(Expected subjects and keywords: nonlinear dynamical systems 
theory/complex systems, control theories (optimal control theory, 
chaos control, etc.), uncertainty quantification (probability 
analysis, statistical analysis), data science, numerical analysis, 
mathematical modeling, discrete mathematics, algebra 
(representation theory, computational algebraic statistics, etc.), 
geometry (optimal transport, topographical data analysis, etc.), 
and mathematical analysis (nonlinear partial differential 
equations, etc.) 

d) ELSI research 
R&D connected to ethical, legal and social issues that should be 
resolved in order to carry out weather control experiments and 
social implementation. We expect wide-ranging R&D, from 
issues connected with weather control itself to issues concerning 
specific phenomenon or technology, etc. 
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I. Ethical issues such as how far weather manipulation should 
go 

II. Legal issues such as building consensus in Japan and 
overseas and creating rules 

III. Social issues such as social acceptance and the presentation 
of solution strategies 
 

(iii)Research funds (direct cost) 
For core research, the maximum amount of R&D funds (direct cost) 
over the first three years is a total of 600 million yen in the case of 
R&D that focuses on both a meteorological approach and an 
engineering approach, and a total of 300 million yen in the case of 
R&D that focuses on one approach. As stated in 1. (5) c) below, both 
approaches must be used in years four and five, and so in either case 
the R&D funds for these two years come to a maximum total of 600 
million yen. Please include a rough estimate of the cost required to 
supplement your R&D, including R&D that fulfills 1. (5) below, in your 
proposed R&D funds. 
For feasibility studies, the approximate R&D funds (direct cost) over 
an R&D period of up to three years will be within a total of 50 million 
yen. 
In the case of both core research and feasibility studies, we do not 
mind if your proposal costs substantially less than this. 

 
（５） R&D milestones 

From the fourth year onwards, in principle, only optimized R&D 
projects that include all the elements ((i) a meteorological approach, 
(ii) an engineering approach, (iii) ELSI research, and (iv) 
mathematical science studies) will move forward. Therefore, in 
addition to milestones set individually for each R&D project, projects 
(especially core research) will also need to achieve the following 
common milestones a), b), and c) during each of the first three years. 
When it comes to the search for and participation of appropriate 
teams and experts, we expect researchers to use a variety of 
methods, such as a fusion of multiple core research or an open call 
(made after the required R&D items have been presented), in 
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addition to inviting people who are not participating in the project or 
feasibility study team initiatives. 
a) First year: By the end of the first year, researchers should detail 

the requirements for studies to help resolve ELSI, and teams 
and/or experts will participate to carry out the necessary ELSI 
research during the research period. 

b) Second year: Researchers present the direction for mathematical 
science studies to make weather models more sophisticated. 

c)  Third year: By the end of the third year, research teams who use 
both meteorological and engineering approaches and necessary 
mathematical science studies/ELSI research teams or R&D 
groups that include all experts will be formed. 

 
 
2. Policy for promoting R&D 

（１） Portfolio management 
Taking into account the relationship between multiple R&D projects, 
portfolio management requires collaboration and competition between 
PMs. Therefore, during the period of elaboration following your adoption 
as a PM, the proposed scenario shall be revised and implemented as 
appropriate in consultation with the PD regarding clarification of the 
scenarios and milestones that you aim to fulfil in the third, fifth, and tenth 
years after your adoption and a review of the rational implementation plan 
and budget plan for this. In addition, it will be possible to take on a different 
research approach with the agreement of the PD during the 
implementation period. 
 

（２） Industry-academia-government collaboration 
We expect the progress of the R&D to have a ripple effect, developing 
applications and yielding results that can contribute to various industries, 
rather than just fostering research outcomes to achieve the 2050 Goal. 
Consequently, we require researchers to engage in proactive activities 
that allow private companies, governmental organizations, and other 
cooperative organizations to participate in the project. 
 

（３） International collaboration 
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To realize weather control, we expect researchers to constantly grasp 
R&D trends in Japan as well as overseas, and, if necessary, to carry out 
R&D while actively collaborating with foreign institutions. In addition, we 
require researchers to engage in proactive activities that will allow 
international understanding and cooperation for each project to enable 
results application. 

 
 


